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THE PLASMA ARC
The free electric arc, which has served as a source of heat for many
decades, was the starting point for the development of the plasma arc.
An electric arc is designated as “plasma” arc if it is led in an ionized
stream of gas through a constricted, heavily cooled nozzle. Besides
leading to a strongly altered distribution of temperatures, this mechanical constriction results in a substantially smaller cross-section as
compared to that of a free electric arc. Thus a series of mutually reinforcing, interacting processed is created, which concentrate the resulting
energy and increase the temperature of the arc correspondingly.

The existing and planned equipment of Process Welding Systems, Inc.,
consisting of sources of current and plasma torches permits the best
possible solution to a number of joining problems, depending on materials and dimensions.

This equipment and electric welding torches of special design ensure an
accurate supervision of gas and cooling water as well as welding and
control currents. The selection of suitable gases and gas mixtures, such
as argon, helium, hydrogen, nitrogen, carbonic acid and oxygen
affects the process parameters in such way as to make the welded
Depending on the gas used and the quantity of gas set, the cross- joints and plasma cuts applied to any type of steel, copper, titanium,
section of the arc can be reduced still further in proportion to the nickel, etc. meet the very highest requirements.
constricted nozzle. This means that the core of the arc is surrounded by
ICROPLASMA
ELDING
comparatively low-temperature gases, moving, however, at high
speed. These high speeds are advantageous to the plasma cutting arc
The trend toward the welding of ever decreasing thicknesses between
but affect the welding adversely. However, the proper choice of the
0.01 and 0.2 mm induced PWS to develop a suitable process, the clue
various parameters influencing the use of this technique permits to
to which was plasma.
achieve good results for both applications.
The plasma arc presents especially advantageous features which ensures
The terms “plasma welding” and “plasma cutting” are valid exclusively
excellent stability even in case of extremely weak current strengths.
for the new techniques using – as described – a constricted arc. The
use of a mechanical constriction permits to handle electric arcs within In welding, the electrical processes taking place in an arc are very
all ranges of current from a few milliamperes up to 1,000 amperes. complicated. In general the energy from the mains is limited by a
This ensures a broad and manifold range of application for the said consumer’s resistance, e.g. a bulb (source of light), a heater (source of
continued
heat) or a motor (source of power).
process which excels both technology – and quality-wise.
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By contrast, an electric arc by its very nature behaves like an insatiable
energy consumer. In order to limit its appetite and tame it,
special devices must be deigned, commonly termed “current
sources”. Their function consists in controlling the energy fed
to the arc. In spite of this expedient, the free arc remains
recalcitrant even under extremely reduced energy supply.
By forcing it to go through a strongly cooled nozzle with
constriction, it assumes the properties of a plasma arc and
thereby can be used even in very low current ranges.

The most common applications of this welding technique
permit to achieve the following objectives:
• Membranes and metal bellows in various shapes
for aircraft construction, aerospace industries
and shipbuilding, nuclear engineering and
refrigeration technology.
• Grids and metallic cloth for the construction of filters
• Thermoelements for temperature measurements.
• Casings for explosion-proof microrelays
for spacecraft and ultrasonic aircraft
• Components for measuring instruments

is formed. The
surface tension of
the liquid metal
induces it to
merge behind the
advancing plasma
beam. At the present time, sheets of 3
Welded sieve of stainless steel.
Diameter of wire 0.2 mm
to 15 mm thickness
are welded in a single weld bead, without preparation of the seam and
without welding wire. So far, good results have been achieved with the
following metals: stainless steel of various alloys, titanium, coppernickel alloys and carbon steels.
An example will show the advantage offered by this process: a
stainless steel tube with a wall thickness of 5.7 mm and an outside
diameter of 90 mm is welded in the longitudinal direction. The welding
speed is 0.35 m/min if the plasma arc is used. Previously, speeds of
only 0.15 m/min were attained. Consequently, production output has
been more than doubled.

• Precision mechanics parts
• Medical equipment and household,
laboratory and hospital appliances
• Installations in the food industry, e.g.
for welding cans.
• Components of household appliances, e.g.
washing machines, dish washers, coffee
percolators, etc.

PLASMA TAP
HOLE WELDING
The manufacture of tubes and hollow pieces in general which are not
accessible from the inside is greatly facilitated by using the tap hole
effect. As the name indicates, this method applies the plasma arc for
piercing the butt joints of the piece to be welded. Thus the edges are
melted and then welded during the solidification of the liquid metal.
This kind of plasma arc is generated by the intensification of the
stream of gas, resulting in an increased speed of the plasma beam
at the nozzle exit. The molten metal is pushed aside and a little hole

Metal bellows of stainless
steel, welded in longitudinal
direction. Outside diameter
60 mm, wall thickness 0.12 mm.
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PLASMA ARC AND IT’S FUTURE
Process Welding Systems is continuing its research and development
activities for future applications, especially regarding metals which so
far cannot be welded well.
In the near future, the different possibilities of constricting the arc
mechanically or magnetically, together with the use of variable electric
currents, will allow practically total command of the arc. This means
that it will become possible to weld and cut all metals.
The manufacturing of the instruments essential for scientific research

P+T power supply

and the application of new inventions, create ever more difficult
problems in the joining of materials. Meanwhile, the solutions based on
welding become more and more numerous and are contributing
significantly to the progress of science and industry. The plasma
welding technique offers the advantage of ensuring a good continuity
of the material between the parts to be joined. In order to partake
successfully in this development, components and experienced
specialists having at their disposal top-flight research facilities ensure
an outstanding performance at PWS.
Well aware of the fact that the success of a new product is only ensured
if it meets a real need, PWS bases it research program on the

Ultima 150 power supply

continuous close cooperation between research scientists and
welding experts on an international level.

CONSULT PWS, INC. ABOUT OTHER POWER
SUPPLIES OR ABOUT SAMPLE WELDING AND
PROCESS ASSURANCE PROGRAMS

DT-100 process automation
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